IPO Pricing - The Eternal Debate
The entire IPO pricing theory is well encapsulated by Roger G. Ibbotson Jeffrey &
F. Jaffe in their famous paper in 1975 “HOT ISSUE” MARKETS where they
postulated that the desire to leave a "good taste in investor's mouths" as a potential
explanation of under-pricing by intermediaries. An IPO may be under-priced
deliberately in order to boost demand and encourage investors to take a risk on a
new company. An IPO is considered under-priced by the difference between its
first-day closing price and its set IPO price. The endeavour constantly has been
to achieve the right initial under-pricing, i.e. the positive first-day returns.
Under-pricing is market independent and a global phenomenon and in India its
evolution can be traced very distinctly. When the Initial Public Offering (IPO)
market started in India, after the formation of Securities and Exchange Board of
India (SEBI) new companies with a limited track record were allowed to issue their
shares at their face value only whereas companies with a good track record were
allowed to freely choose the price of their shares. Hence the pricing decision
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making was extremely limited and consequently under-pricing opportunities were
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SEBI issued the Disclosure and Investor Protection guidelines first in the year
IDBI Capital Markets &
1992 for free pricing in the IPOs. However, it was only fixed price issues which were
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allowed by the then applicable laws in force and the investors were not given an
opportunity to discover the pricing. Subsequently, SEBI allowed pricing to be determined either through fixed price
process or book building process pursuant to Securities and Exchange Board of India (Disclosure and Investor
Protection) Guidelines, 2000. In the fixed price regime one could actually create a perception of under-pricing by
generating a scarcity value hence there was an emergence of the “grey” market which became a barometer of the
under-pricing.
While “grey market” continue to thrive; book-building mechanism introduced in 1999 (the year represents a natural
structural breakpoint in issuance mechanism & to an extent the level of under-pricing) has gained immense popularity
to an extent that by the year 2005 over 72% of the IPOs brought to the market were book built. See Table 1
Another important phenomenon which drove the under-pricing was the emergence of Qualified Intuitional Investors
(QIBs) as the dominant investor class and both issuer & intermediaries set about meeting their requirements for
participation.
Allowing this class of investors to feel privileged & important through the discretionary allocation process was
critical in the extent of under-pricing. Creating demand-supply mismatches amongst this class overshadowed all
other classes of investors in determining the extent of under-pricing.
Qualified Institutional Buyers (QIBs) were allotted the shares in the IPO on a discretionary basis, whereas Noninstitutional Bidders (NIB) and Retail Individual Bidders (Retail) were allotted the shares on a proportionate basis.
This gave an opportunity to the QIBs to determine the pricing the IPO as major portion i.e. typically around 50% of
the offer could be allocated to QIBs. SEBI vide its circular in the year 2005 extended provisions of allotment through
proportionate basis as applicable to Retail & NIB to the QIB category.
From 2000 till 2005 i.e. when QIBs were allotted equity shares on discretionary basis approx. 78% of total no. of
IPOs saw under-pricing of approx. 138%. Whereas, from 2006 till 2009 i.e. when QIBs were allotted equity shares
on proportionate basis there was a drastic drop with approx. 62% of total no. of IPOs having an under-pricing of
approx. 136%.
Most market participants & issuers realised this anomaly and through various dialogues petitioned the regulator
to bring back discretionary allocation in a different form and SEBI brought in regulations for allocation to anchor
investors on a discretionary basis, out of QIB portion. The portion so reserved for Anchor Investor has been increased
from 30% to 60% of the QIB Portion over the years through amendments.
The biggest variable in issue under-pricing has been the sectorial affinities of investors depending on their
perception of sectorial growth and risk appetite in the visible time frame. At the turn of the decade in the year 2000,
IT which was deemed as the sunrise industry took a major fancy with investors and that trend has continued till around
2004. Various sectors like realty fancied towards the peak of the bull markets in 2007 whereas in the crisis years
of 2008 & 2009 it was the more steady power generation & distribution. In the last decade the sectorial choices have
moved from traditional industries to more new-age industries like BFSI & Asset management, renewable energy and
internet based search / services. See Table 2.
Hence under-pricing as phenomenon is set to continue however, the determinants of under-pricing will continue to
change with time.
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